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Part I
"The Crowning Glory": Library Beginnings

On October 1, 1978, a project to rehabilitate the
Research Library Catalogue of the Boston Pub lic
Library was launched. Titled "Editing, Photodupli-
caring, and Distributing of the Research Library Cat-
alogue of Boston Public Library," the project was
supported by grants awarded under the Strengthen-
ing Research Library Resources Program, Title II-C
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, administered by
the Office of Libraries and Learning Resources The
project, like the catalogue it restored and enhanced,
was more than 125 years in the making.

The Boston Public Library collection began in 1843
with a gift of some 50 volumes from the City of Paris
to the City of &Won, a gift accomplished through-the
efforts of Alexandre Vattemare, a French ventriloquist
with a literary bent. Back and forth across the Atlantic
went Vattemare, pushing for an exchange of books
between cities. The gentleman soon became the
unlikely instrivnent in phase one in the creation of
the first large library established as a municipal
institution.

The first bodks from France were rapidly aug-
mented by collections and moneys from other bene-
factors. From Edward Everett, scholar-statesman and
first President of the Board of Trustees, came his valu-
able library of State papers and other works in 1851.
With Everett's collection of approximately one thou-
sand books came what was to constitute the Library's
first catalogue, Everett's own careful list of his
donations.

By the time the Boston Public Library first opened
its doors to the public on March 20, 1854, on the
ground floor of the Adams Schoolhouse on Mason
Street, the collection numbered_wy9 than 12,000 -vol-
umes. In the same year the Library published its first
printed catalogue. The preface describes it as "A con-
densed index of the contents of the Public Library,

0

giving the title of each book only once and having no
object but to render all the books useful."

The catalogues on hand in tlhe first year of the first
,library included an accession book with records of
cost and condition of each volume received, a shelf-
list indicating the arrangement of books on shelves;
an official or officer's card catalogue open "to persons
who wish to make careful investigation of particular
s'abjects"; and the printed alphabetical catalogue
which was placed on tables in the reading room. This
volume was interleaved with blank pages to receive
daily entries of the titles of books added to the
Library.

So it was, as early as 1854, through burgeoning
book collections and beginning lists and catalogues,
the Boston Public Library was auspiciously launched.
It would surely become, in the words of the remarka-
ble Trustees' Report of 1852,."the crowning glory of
our system of City Schools:EA later report (1920)
moved to further panegyric: The Library "stands as a
sort of lay cathedral, built up by successive genera -
pons, and expressive of all that is best in the civic and
secular life of New England."

A Mighty Book Collection and How it Grew...
and Grew... and Grew

In the next hundred years or so, the collection build- .

ing and catalogue development shared equal priority
in the Library's attention to growth and policy. On the
growth side, the book collection which numbered
more than 12,000 in 1854 was doubled in 1856, more
than doubled again in 1858. By this time the Library
occupied its new Boylston Street building, opened on
January 1, 1858. By 1868 the book collection had dou-
bled once mote, still again in 1874. This extraordinary
growth continued throughout the latter half of the
nineteenth century and ultimately led to the con-
struction of the landmark building in Copley Square,

5
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designed by Charles Fo lien McKim". The research col-
lections of the Library have been housed in the
McKim building since.its opening in 1895. By the time
the Title II-C rehabilitition projectwas undertaken in
1979 these collections exceeded 3,000,000 volumes.

Throughout the years of growth the Research
Library of the Boston Public Library has been devel-
oped and organized with particular attention to both
subject speciization and broad scope, with rare local
Collections joined by American trade and university
publications as well as international acquisitions. Col-
lection developmenron a scholarly, international level
is pursued today as it was in 1852, after the inspired
beginnings,by such gentlemen as Vattemare and
Everett.

In 1852 Joshua Bates, a self-educated London mer-
chant born in Massachtsetts, made library history
with his generous gift oqitty thousand dollars to the
Boston Public Library. MolTover, in 1855 he offered to
purchase for the new library "as large a collection of
bookss in as many department& of human knowledge
as possible." As a result of Bates'', offer, George Tick-
nor, a Harvard professor and early Trustee of the
Library, departed on a buying trip to the great book
marts of Europeto London, Pan,s; Brussels, Berlin,
Leipzig, Vienna, and Florence. From t s bNnning
the pattern of book acquisition was sha d in depth
and rang d major languages. If was no surpnsing
thaNhe main r ding room of the Researc Library
continues to be k own as Bates Hall in honor of the
Library's early ben factor,

In the years since ates' benefactions the Boston
Public Library has a ieved, through gqand pur-
chase, impressive d ensions in its resources. 'Acqui-
sitions include the ibrary of President John Adams,
arrl8th-century g hering of law.and'goyeyrrmb t,
political and con itutional history, classics, reji on,
and agriculture, e Prince Collection, contain'

such rarities as the Bay Psalm Book and John Eliot's
Indian Bible, the Anti-Slavery Manuscript Collection
(popularly referred to as the Garrison Rapers), con-
sisting of the letters and documents of William Lloyd
Garrison and his abolitionist associates, the Boston
Latin School Collection of some 5,00Q itertis related to
the history of the oldest educational institution in
continuous existence in this country; the library of
the American navigator, Nathaniel Bowditeh, the
Franco-American Collection, containing rare parish
histories of French settlements in Vermont, Louisi-
ana, Maine, and New York.

From a remarkable roster of book collectors have
come 20th-century additions to the special collections
of the Boston Public Libraryfrom cardinals and
comedians and composers, from politicians and
poets. There is the Joan of Arc Collection, a gift from
John Cardinal Wright; the Fred Allen papers and
Memorabilia, the Serge Koussevitzky collection, the
David-McCord Library. On and on goes the list of sig-
nificant resources which commands the attention of
researchers on a global scale_

Testament to the depth and ranginess of the ,

Research Library comes daily in the interlibrary loan
requests, the correspondence, and the in-person
study by scholars from throughout the United States
and abroad. A recent sampling of research supported
by the Library's esources included such subjects as
underwater acoustics, Renaissance Spanish music,
women in English church history, the Hudibrastic tra-
dition in America, the role of George Washington as
farmer, and Aztec games. In 1980 alone requests for
information and material came from some 42 states
and 16 nations and from such institutions as the
Library of Congress, the Lenin State Library, the
National Library of Australia, and beyond.

This, then, is the Research Library represented in
the 2500,000 cards of the Research Library Catalogue.

6
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The goal of the project,, begun in 1978, was of hercu-
lean proportions. to edit, reproduce, and distribute
this catalogue in order to make the research collec-

t

ions of the Boston Public Library bibliographically
accessible to a global range of.scholars and research-
ers and to promote the sharing of carefully developed
resources.

,

..
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A Catalogue Is... '

fr
The Research Library Catalogue Project ot 1978 dem-
onstrated a pride and faith in the rule of the catalogue
that has emerged repeatedly in annual reports. In
1857: "The system of cataloguing the books in the
Public Library is as perfect as that of any other in the
country." And in 1861: ','Whatever skill,anLi industry
can do in the preparation of catalogues, we are proUd
to say has either been already attained, or may be rea-
sonably anticipated." In many annual reports the
absolute necessity of the catalogue, the indispensabil-
ity has been expressed in the exalted imageri of myth
and metaphor.

10

"A large library without good catalogues has
-sometimes been compared to a Polyphemus
without an eye. (1858)

"A library without a catalogue .. is a labyrinth
without a clue." (1861)

"Without a catalogue,, libraries would relate a
melancholy story of baffled inquiry,, and of long
and arduous labor lost," (1861)

"But books without catalogues .. are little better
than a dead mass growing more and more
unmanageable" (1863)

"A catalogue for a library is what an index is to a
book, and it is more indispensable."

"The catalogues of the Library are the eves
through which the people who use it can see
what there is in it, and find what they want."
(1908) Ox
"The Public Card Catdlog [is the]master key to
the Library's reference and research collections."
(1961)

Book Versus Card Catalogue: An Historic Debate

Down the sears Library administrators never doubted
the itnportance of the catalligue Probably themost
graphic tribute came from Superintendent Jewett in
1858. "A library has been defined to be 'a collection of
Books', but such a definition is as inadeqUate as to say
that an army is a collection of men' To constitute an
army the men must organized for warlike opera-
tions. So, to fo`rm a library, books and titles must be

_ rightly ordered for-their appropriate use."
Although the importance of the catalogue

remained unchallenged, the relative virtues of card
versus printed book catalogues were frequently
debated: As early as 1858 a catalogue Of the collection
in the Lower Hall of the Boylston Street building was
printed "to meet a want for which no sufficient provi-
sion has heretofore been made." Titled Index to the Cat-
alogue,, the volume contained the titles of about 15,000
popular, circulating books: Eight annual supplements
were published at intervals up to 1865.

By 1861 an Index to the Upper Hall was published as a
guide tot b 74,000 scholarly volumes in the Boston
Public Library at the time. This markedthe first
printed book catalogue of the research collection. A
groupuf citizens, charged with evaltatincol-

lectior7 and services (the Examining Committee),
was moved to remark in 1863. "It has been received
and acknowledged in other parts cif the United States
and Europe, by persons eminently fitted to pro-

/ nounce judgment on its merits, as a contribution to
the facilities for acquiring knowledge through`the use
ot large libraries such as havot been afforded else-.
where." A supplement to the Index was published
in 1866 and_almost immediately, plans were set in
motion for the next volume.

During these early years of the Library, as variant
forms of accession books, finding lists, catalogues,
and shelf lists emerged, an impediment to printed

8
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volumes soon became evident. The obstacle was A
positive one,, namely the rapid expansion of the col-
lections. Soon after assuming the office of Superin-

---**--tendent, Justin Winsor saw clearly that this great
increase was "almost a portent of future unavailing
efforts to keep up in print with the growth of the
Library" It is not surprising that a public card cata:
logue was adopted within a decad6 of the firsrbook
catalogue Igecauseby 1871readers were obliged

ti

ye

to examine close to thirty volumes of catalogues and
bulletins in the Upper and Lower Halls of the Boyl-
ston Street building, an intolerable state of affairs.

The projectechhira volume of the Upper Hall col-
t- lection neverwent to press Instead, in 1872 it was

announced that An important change has taken'
place in the management of the catalogue" Following
the examples of the British Museurh, the Bodleian
Library, the Royal Library of Berlin, and "other of the

A



chief bibliographical authonties of the continent," it,
was decided not to pnnt a new volume of the book
catalogue. Instead, a public card catalogu was
begun. This new catalogue, maintained first in manu-
script but wholly on printed cards by 1904, was
descnbed as "admitting of indefinite expansion, the
cards being protected from removal or displacement
by superincumbent wires." But the debate concerning
the relative merits of book versus card catalogues con-
tinued and can be traced in the annual reports for a
score of years.

After less than a decade of development the prob-
lems inherent in,maintaining a catalogue on card's
had become apparent. Its fragility and size were
cause for concern alorlg with its,reductive nature,
"The senous objectionlo this immense collection of
cards is, after all, not merely its size, but the fact that
all sense of proportion and relative importance is
lost." Defenders of the card formdcountered. "No
catalogue but a card catalogue has yet been invented
which can conveniently be kept up to time. That such
a catalogue should be worn out by those who use it
would be bet a proof of its utility."

The essential dilemma was set forth in 1880: "Prac-
,tically it is a choice between a bulky and cumbrous
card catalogue on the dictionary system in one alpha-
bet, keeping pace with`claily accessions, and printed
catalogues in several,alphabets, which do not include
the additions to the Library for a term of Years." The .

ultimate decision fell to James L. Whitney, CJuef Cata-
loguerat the turn of the century. His thinking is
spelled out in eleven detailed pages in the annual
report of 1898-99, as "Considerations as taa Printed
Catalogue in Book Form." Whitney took into accoqnt
all the factors involved in maintaining a book cata- .

logue=personnel, time, use, size and gtowth of the ,

collections represented, supplements, cosh, methods
.of printing, sales potential, alternatives, and file

12

experiences of other major research libraries. His
conclusion regarding the feasability of updating and
continuing the early book catalogues amounted to a
reaffirmation of the decision of 1872. "I think that
such an undertaking would be unwise. The decision
of twenty-six years ago was based on reasons which
have gathered strength with the'Passing of time."

Whitney's judgment held.for the next 75 years and
was reflected in the practices of most libraries in the
Urvted States and other countries. Although the
Liblwy published catalogues of special collections
in book form, it was not until 1975 that the Boston
Public Library again produced a book catalogue for a
major collection. In that year the Library' ublished a
64-1rolume catalogue, made by photographing
approximately 700,000 cards representing the X00,000
circulating titles within the General Library section of
the Central Library at Ctpley.Square. Rehabilitation
of the Research Library Catalogue after more than 75
years mandated A different approAh than the han-
dling of the General Library Catalog.

Evolution and Innovation

In the years leading up to the Research Library Cat-
alogue Project the Boston Public Library emerged
frequently as innovator. To Charles C. Jewett was
attributed the development of "a distinct novelty," the
dictionary catalogue. Jewett, who left his post as
librarian at the Smithsonian Institution to become the
first Superintendent of the Boston Public Library in
1858, described his innovation. "If these names pf per-

books, topics and classes be arranged in one
alphabet, it would seem that every person, whether
conversant or not with methods of learned research
and bibliographical systems, will have every possible
facility for ascertaining what the library possesses,
and where each possession located."

10
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Six years after publication of the first book cata-
logue of the Upper Hall collection on Boylston Street,
the Library saw the need for an interim list andin
1867 commenced printing a Bulletin so that new acces-
sions might be "earlier and oftener made known to
the multitudes interested in them." Designed for
"annunciation at short intervals," the Bulletin was
issued quarterly dunng its first 28 years and then
monthly beginning in 1896.

In still another innovation the Boston Public Library
'recognized early in its history the' importance of giv-
ing readers.a sense of the contents of a book. To this
endthe Library introduced whal probably were the
firs1 popular-level annotated reading lists. Justin Win-
sor, the Library's second Superintendent who later -

went across the river to Harvard, designed several
such lists, e.g. "Guide to Historical Fiction" (1871). He
used them "to direct the ductile perceptions-of the
less learned among readers" and "to render the ordi-
nary reader more able to choose tohis liking When an'
indistinguishable mass of equivalent titres perplexed
him."

The Boston Public Library was quick to issue
pnnted catalogues of its special collections. Some
early examples include a'list of French German, and
Italian books (1869), the first catalogue of ti2.erickpor
Collection relating to Spanish and Portuguese litera
ture (1879), and the several parts of the catalogue of
the Pfarton Collection devoted to works by and, about
Shakespeare (1879-1888).

Tie Library was pioneer as-Well in the printing of
branch library catalogues. By 1883 catalogues were in
print for the collection; in Brighton, Charlestown,
Dorchester, East Boston, Jamaica Plain, Roxbury,' .

South-Boston, and the South End. Each cataloglue was:
available to library patrons for prices ranging from
20¢ to 50e. And in 1902 came theannoancement that
"The event of the year has been the issue of the con-

solidated Branch Finding List " Thls union list can be
, seen as a precursOr of the newest Boston Public

Library catalogues
A remarkably useful tool appeared in 1867 as "an

adjunct of the catalogue" At that time Mr Jewett
developed theso-called Indicator. Working with a
cabinet maker M. Jewett designed a mechanical
frame which could reveal at a glance whether a given
book was in or out. With numbered strips of wood
representing shelves`,-and pin; representing books by
call number, the Indicator showed the books in circu-
latiort by reversing the position of the pins for book
out on loan. Jewettis invention is one more example of
how the Library 's concern for interpreting and servic-
ing its collections led to the development of tools as
well as lists and catalogues. .

The Adventof Automation-

Titles added to the circulating collections'of the Gen-
eralLibrary and the branches since 1975 have been
recorded in a new catalogue produced on computer
output microfilm (COM). The COM Catalog, As it is
generally known, presents records in a divided form,
there are separate sections for approaching an item by
author, title, or subject These catalogue records are
stored as machine readable data according lo nation-

k ally accepted specifications, and the entire file is con-
' tinuously cumulated. The COM Catalog, like the

Library's earliestbook catalOgues, is reissued at
intervals.

The BoSton Public LibrarYs shift in the 1970's to
computer-based cataloguing reflects its traditional
concern for rendering its Collections as accessible as
possible by adopting newer technologies with library
applications. Since 1975 the Library has used a system
developed by Inforonics, Inc. to support many of its
own cataloguing needs and to supply cakaloguirig for
25 affiliated libraries in the Eastern Region, a 'state-,

;
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supported network ot public libraries in the eastern
part ot Massachusetts. In the spring of 19,80 the
Libraryacquired its n computer, a deyelOpment of
major consequence ira the future control of all Boston -
Public Library collections Despite the successful
applicahon of automated techniques to current

size, changing the shelf lists of the Central Library
9 from their old handwritten folio olumes to'a modern

arrangeinent on uniform size cards,preparing to initi-
ate a reclassification of the scholarly book collections
of the Central Library on a modern classification
sc5eme such as that of the Library 'of Congress, then

. graphic records, im,proih the Research Library Cat-, embarking on the reclassific!ation initiatink for
alogue after more than 100 rears of card production the branch libraries and other units of the Circulation
required a different approach / Division, a uniforin cataloguing and classification of

books. "For instance," said the annual.reporf of 193Z,
Catalogue Revision: An Unending Process s "there have been up to the,preSent time fodr different

classification ar?aisgements and six different sizes ofFrom its inception the Research Library Catalogue
catalog cards in use."has been described as undergoingcontinuing revi- x

sion and rehabilitation. The annual report of 1887 The WPA wotker; in the pericAOextending from .
1935 to 1943 were so numerous that they occupied a`, indicates that revision at this time included recatalo-
large building the South End of Boston beyonckheguing, "bringing to notice the component papers and
Back Bay Railroad Station. It is -interesting to note Chat

, articles in many volumes4n set through analliic
at times when the regular staff of the Boston Public
Library numbered fewer than.600, the WPA contin-
gent equalled twice that number! The 193E annual e
'report of the Library noted that "Of all the relief
undertakings of the Federal Government this has
been the largest single library project throughout the

, The magnitude of the Title II-C rehabilitation prof-
, country ...Apart from its central object-of relief, theect has been matyhed, in terms of human effort,only - ,

once in the Bostisn Public Lillrary's catalogue histort
project has made an inestimable contribution to the
immediate and futdre vaiue of the Library as a woitk-Thanks tb legislation' in the 1930's authonzingfederal

cii-Ncholarship."
funding for the unemployed during theDepression

_s,h'op,f

yearswhat wasnItimatel-vcalled the Works Frog-
resS Administration or WPAthe Library was.able to
employ between 700 and 1200 addttional workers.

The WPA workers painted walls and cleaned books
But ino I im'portant, trey '._ere mobitized,tu trans= /
,form and Modernize the shLif lists and card cata-
logues ot the Research Library and the cdculating .
collections. In the annual reports commencing in
1954, the improvements made possible under,Wric
are described as changing the cards-in the several
card catalogues of the Central Library to uniform

el

entries, and copying catalogue -ards still in manu-
script: In 1892 we read, "The revision and impr6ve-
ment of former work, the replacing of cards worn or
sailed in constant handling, in the Bates Hall cases,
has been continued" a

14
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a

View ofihe Cards Themselves
.

As staff members embar.ked on the Research Library
'Catalogue Pnuject on October 1, 1978, they faced 6,648
trayce containing more than seven tnillio'n catalogtle
Cards. They faced, as well challenges or problems
derived from several factors'. disparities arising from
more than 125 years of variant styles and standards of
deimptive cataloguing; incongruities stemming from
different subject headings and classification systems
still unreconciled by theeid of the WPA project; a

1 2.
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montage of changing type fonts and non-Roman
scripts reflecting the historical depth and interna-
tional scope of t1-4 collections, color-coded cards
yellow for the temporary cataloguing of Depression
days, red indicating cards out for correction, blue for
information and references; and finally the-deteriorat-
ing condition of the cards themselves. Annual reports
down the years have spoken of "grubby," "ragged,"
and "soiled" cardsthe well-worn, the torn,, and
those "annotated" gratis by patrons. All these condi-
tions testified to the heavy use of the catalogue by
generations of researchers, by thousands upon thou-
sands of searching fingerS.

This, then, was the behemoth which the project
staff faced in 1978. More than a tool, the catalogue
resembled an organisM, subject down the years to
growth, change, and movement. Its rapid growth,
concomitant with that of the collections, has already
been indicated:44sfneries span more than seven
;descriptive cataloguing codes and reflect two major,
as well as several minor, classification schemes. And,
despite modernizing efforts in WPA days, the cata-
logue continued to exhibit in places the morality and
usage, the religiosity and circumlocution of the Victo-
rian era. The Research Library Catalogue of 1978 still
retained many period terrns and euphemisms:

Manly exercises. See Gymnastics

Insane.drunkards. See Inebriates

Evil. See also Good

Hell. See also Future life

Depravity, Total. See Original sin

,Coffins. See also Boxes

Libraries. Spoliations. See also Books. Thefts.

Not only did styles of description and subject anal-
ysis undergo change but, likewise, theyphysical cards9

wo

e

,

li

t'...°',

., .

themselves. In 1888, when plans were afoot for the
McKim building, it was proposed that "some archi-
tect or other skilled person be consulted with a view

4 .
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to securing, if possible, some other arrangement of
the drawers." When the new building opened in 1895,

- the new catalogue was extolled over the "large, cum-
brous, heavy drawers" v. hich had to "engross some
50,000 cards in searching for perhaps but one." To
secure cards for the move to Copley Square each
drawer was fitted with two brass rods. It thus became
necessary to punch two holes in each of the 900,000
cards comprising the catalogue at the time! The 1895
'report notes with pride that "This task was accom-

/ plished in less than twelve days without the misplace-
;

ment of a card."
Though the new catalogue trays were more cornen-

lent for users, the cards themselves remained quite
large They measured 5'.: x 614 inches, a little more

, than tw ice the size of the cards now in use. In the
annual reportof 1899 it was recommended that these
cards be trimmed and that ksingle rod Og subgtituted ,

for the double rod. Anticipating more recent concern
foE shared cataloguing and interlibrarycooperation,
the report stated that "This Library can never arrange
an interchange of cards with othef libraries which
might be desirable and economical,, so long as it clings
to the double rod."

From Ltlirary Hand to LtnotOe

Techniques of card production and reproduction
varied over fhe years,:and,, notsurpnsingly;legibility
was to command much attention during the Title II-C
project. Probably the least readable catalogue entries
occurredm.the first card catalogue on Boylston
Street. At the time this catalogue'was created Jri 1871,,
the printed indexes and finding lists that had suc-
ceeded the earliest handwritten, paper "slip cata-
logLie," were cut up and pasted on cards. These fine
print entries were not easy to read and were gradu-
ally replaced with-more legible cards.

16
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Improvement began in 1875 when thefitrary
undertook the printing of-catalogue cards, at first in
heliotypic facsimile of manuscript. The 1876 annual
report describes how titles were v.ntten, twenty to 4
sheet, with specially prepared ink'and then trans-
ferred by a new process onto either a lithographer's
stone or a gelatine plate, from which impressions
were made with ordinary printer's ink upon sheets of
Bristol board. These sheets were subsequently cut by
machine into cards ready for filing. Initially the
Library furnished the stock, and the printerwho
was paid by the cardworked at the Library but sup-
plied his own equipment. The contract for 1882 called
for printing cards for 24 titles per day. In 1895, with
the move to Copley Square, the Library established its
own fully equipped printing plant, simultaneously
providing "the first instance of the use of linotype by
any library." ' ,

While changes were occurring in both content and
form of the cards made for the Research Library Cata-
logue, the-catalogue itself was moved and expanded
several times during its first century. The changes
associated with the move from Boylston Street to
Copley Square have already been noted. Yet in the
annual report for 1906, only eleven years after the
move to the,IvicKim Building, we read that the "entire
catalogue has been shifted so that all the empty draw-
ers which had been reserved for growth are now in
use." The next move began on October 30, 1961, and
occupied three days as cases were Eransportedlfrom
the north end of Bates Hall to the Abbey Room, also
the service area for stack requests. This beautiful
room could not contain the burgeoning catalogue for
long, however, and supplemental eases had to be'
placed along the ChavanneS Gallery as well. The final
move prior to the Title II-C project came in July 1975,
when the Research Library Catalogue was shifted to
what is now called the Bibliographic Center and the
adjacent Elliott Room.

14
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More Than a Catalogue

t --
It soon became evidentto project members that the

Research Library Catalogue had functioned over the
years as considerably more than a catalogue. Fortified
by thousands of analytical entries, it h erved for
years as an indexto periodicals,, erections, and
anthologiesprior to the growth of commercial
indexing services.

More than index, the 9atalogue served as teacher of
science, history, philos4hy, as definer nd explainer,
as directory and organization manufMlinveyer of
the unexpected. Successions of information and refer-

ence cards testify to the many functions of the cata-
logue. Under Gasteropoda could be found 21 other
headings includifig Opisthobranchiata and Pyrami-

dellidae under fuel were 16 sources of energy;
and under Fugitive Slave Law there were references
to other laws and the names of particular slaves as

well. The entry for the Propeller Club of the United
States contained the objectives of the club while the
heading for Boston's Fire Department was the key to
an extensive list of firefighting organizations and

companies.
In all its variegations and eccentricities, forms and

functions, the Research Library Catalogue at the start
of the Title II-C project revealed itself.as a remarkable
tool, organism,and slice of history Those recruited to
prepare the catalogue for publication approached
their task with both trepidation and respect for the
century and a quarter of human effort that had pre-

ceded them:
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Part II
The Research Library Catalogue Project

The goals of the Research Library Catalogue Project
deserve repetition here. In. words they were brief; in
potential impact, far-reaching. Title II-C funds were
sought for-editing, photoduplicating, and .distribut-
ipg this historic catalogue. By translating its cards
into microfiche, the project was dedicated to preserv-
ing millions of deteriorating bibliographic records and
to expanding access to the research collections of the
Boston Public Library. Promoting the ultimate goal of .

tespurce sharing demanded publication of the cata-
logue in an affordable and distributable format after
appropriate editing and rehabilitation.

In a4dition to its main goals, the project was seen
as a precursor which might offer some insight to
other research libraries planning to integrate newer
styles of cataloguing into existing bibliographic files.,
To call the Research Library Catalogue Project proto-
typical would be unrealistic. The catalogue has too
many unique elements which reflect local practices
mandating particular solutions to exemplify typical
problems facing most other American libraries. It is
more accurate to suggest that certain phases of the
project mayoffer guidance for other research institu-
tions planning catalogue revision or reconciliation.

It should be mentioned here that, subsequent to the
submission of the Library's onginal Title II-C pro-
posal, theftwere developments which resulted in
alterations tit the plan of operation, not, however, in
the goals of the project, The closing of the Research
Library Catalogue had been projected to coincide
with the closing of the main card catalogue at the
Library of Congress and national adoption of the sec-
ond edition of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules
(AACR 2). When these changes were postponed at
the Library of Congress, additional time was gained
for further systematic correction of the existing cata-
logue. Time was also gained for cataloguing a major

gift to the Library, the personal collection of Professor
JanBuell Munn of Harvard University. His library
numbered some 35,000 titles, including many first
editions in the fields of literature and the social
sciences.

Preliminaries

Emphasis at the beginning of the project was on con-
sultation, staff 'recruitment and tracng, analysis of
tasks, and subsequent creation of standards and pro-
cedures. In the initial stages particularly, yet also
throughout the project, consultation was a key factor,
A hundred years earlier the Library had sought the
experience of the British Museum and the Bodleian
Library in transforming.the first folio catalogues In

-1979 the Library turned to the New York Public
. Library, already immersed in the rehabilitation of its
own research library catalogue. In February of that
year Boston Public Library representatives met with
the New York Public Library officials responsible for
Project RETRO, which targeted the editing of the ret-
rospective catalogue for publication in book and
microfilm format. The New York project was already
in its second year at that time and operating on a,scale
somewhat comparable to Bos n's. Although there
were significant differenc s i the catalogues to be
edited and in the aims of the o projects, much use-
ful information was gathere n editing protocols
and the options for photod lication.

Not long after the trip to York, an Advisory
-Committee was appointed to review plans for the
project and provide expert assistance. This group
consisted of the Head of Cataloguing and Processing
in the Harvard College Library, the Associate Director
for Technical Services in the Boston University
Library, the Associate Director for Technical services
f- -later Directorof the Wellesley College Library,

and the Head of the Catalog Department in the Bran-
.
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deis University Library. Their recommendations con-
cerning the proposal, for contufted Titlell-C funding,
their advice on the handling of current cataloguing
dunng the editorial period, and theirideas-on other
matters provided invaluable guidarike. This Advisory
Committee continued to meet during the life of the
project, examining the legibility criteria and the edit-.
ing standards, inspecting\ work areas, and-offering
suggestions and support to_projectstaff. 7 , ,

profes-
sionals. Within the Bosto Public Library itself meet=

Additional support ca ,from other library profes-

ings were held with five groups of librarians working
t in public and technical services. At these meetings

the goals and dimensions of the project, as well as the
N

. minor inconveniences it might cause, were explained
and discussed. Project admirustators also briefed
several professional groups iiii the Boston area on the
project, including the library dire tors and members
of the Cataloguing Committee of t e Boston Lit:arlf'
Consortium, a network of academi and res earch
libraries to which the Boston Public ibrary belongs.
The level of support that the Researc Library Cata-
logue Project received during all its p aces was grat-
ifying and reflected, quite possibly, theanticipation of
improved bibliographic services in the area. Indeed,
the third major phase of the project distribution
was intended to include the deposit of copies of the
Microfiche Research Library Catalogue in each Boston
Library Consortium mstitution and in the chief librar-
ies of the western and central regions of the Massa-
chusetts public librarynetwork.

Personnel

At a time when many libraries are attempting retro-
spective conversion of bibliographic files to machine
readable form, it is important to reiterate that such an
approach to preservation and distribution was not
deemed appropriate for the Research Library C\ata-
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logue. Even though a fair portion of its recent cata-
logue cards had been produced through the Library/;s'
automated system, the variety and style of earlierroc-
ords would make the tagging of data elements mil*, .
difficult, if not impossible without recataloguing'
Full-fledged retroactive authority control was likewise
thought to exceed the basic aims of the project The
editing and rehabilitation of the catalogue was thus
dependent on the keen eyes and cumulating experi-
ences of the project staff. .

_ Because the nature of the project required great
faith in the judgment and responsibility of the staff, it
is not surprising that recruitment and training were
such important elements in the early months of the
project. All administrative and supervisory positions

re held by regular Library employees assigned to
the project for its duration As the dimensions of the
project were determined, the Library proceeded with
recruitment. Needed in project workers was a broad
range of subject knowledge and foreign language
competencies Another requisite, for some, was
advanced typing skill. All told, more than 20 organi-
zations and institutions were initially contacted for
recruitment, 150 persons interviewed, and 46
selected. The process continued as vacancies arose in
later months, mainly among the student library aides

.The full-time staff, however, particularly in profes-
sional positions, remained remarkably stable This
continuity was an important factor in the success of
the project.

First Tasks
An initial task in the project was the filing of a large
backlog of some 400,000 cards. This task provided an
effectivevehicle for orienting staff members to the
Research Library Catalogue and training them in the
complexities of the Library of Congress filing rules.
Filing of the backlog was completed at the rate of
approximately 20,000 cards per week.



As part of this training/testing period, the staff
undertook examination of the filing order_and check-
ing of all references under several voluminous head-
ings such as Bach, Bible, Boston, Catholic Church,
France, and Great Britain. Through this initial editing
and subsequent close revision, it was hoped that each
staff member would acquire sufficient competence
and confidence to revise the filing of student aides at
later stages of the project. Some of this preliminary

Itt

editing was also useful in establishing standards and
procedures thatlivere compiled into the Editing Guide
used for the remainder of the project.

During the early months of the project staff mem-
bers proceeded with catalogue maintenance beyond
the accelerated card filing. Certain housekeeping
activities were haQdled such as measuring tray space,
shifting cards to allow room for expansion, and rela-
beling trays. In the beginning two other tasks pull-
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ing multiple card records with missing parts and
removing staples holding such recordswere under-
taken also, but it soon became apparent that such
work would be more productive at later stages of the
project.

Some of the first tasks, though routine, required the
cooperation of many Library staff members. Supplies
and equipment for the project, including seven new
typewriters, had to be procured. Working space for
about 50 people had to be found also. In addition to
the Parker Room and the Elliott Room used at the out-
set, two existing departments within the Library's
Resources and Processing,Division ceded space to the
project. These moves entailed the relocation of biblio-
graphic files, office furniture, and electrical outlets, as
well as personnel.

Supplemental Catalogue

4 A supplemental card catalogue was set up in an area
adjacent to the main catalogue area to Bold current
cataloguing during the editorial phase of the project.
The staff at Project RETRO in New York and the AdviL
sory Committee had advised isolatingtemporarily
recent records from the main file undergoing edit-
ing. These cards representing current cataloguing
were to be refiled into the proper sequence following
the editing phase of the project. ,

Legibility Criteria

Still another preliminary task, establishment of legi-
bility criteria, required an extended period of work
involving equipment in the MicroteNt Reading Room,
a public area. Since more than 2500,000 catalogue
cards were destined to be photographed, the reada-
bility of data from the cards in their final fiche format
was of prime importance. To this'end, samples of .

microfiche were produced by filming a typically well-
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use,d cataloguetray in this case, the section of
entries dealing with Chaucer. Staff then painstakingly
examined the microfiche samples in comparison with
the original cards and recorded their impressions of
each frame. From the tally of these individual impres-
sions an acceptable level of legibility emerged. Once
established, these criteria of legibility were applied to
current cataloguing products as'well.

Guidelines

Important to cite here are the manuals created early
in the project for specific guidance Of staff. Both edi-
torial and catalogue maintenance standards were
agreed upon, codified, andalong with working
procedures ,developed into manuals for each team.
In this way, not only was visual,kn -print guidance
proffered, but an insurance, as well, that uniform
standards would Be applied throughout the project.

The Editing Guide encompassed the tasks and
problems of First and Second Pass Editing. In both
the Editing and Catalogue Maintenance Manuals the
legibility standards were of parainount importance.
Actual cards from the Research Library Catalogue
were pasted into the two manuals as indicators of
unacceptable items or partially acceptable items, cou-
pled with precise instructions for improving them.

Catalogue Rehab Begins in Earnest

With six months of preliminary work completed, the
staff was ready to begin rehabilitating the catalogue in.
earnest: April 1 was chosen as the official starting
clat"kith some hiamor. Members of The project staff
were ultimately divided into two main gr.& ps, Edito- 4

rial and Maintenance, each supervised by a depart-
ment head drawn from the ResOurces and ProCessing
Division of the Library. But it was,the Editorial Group
that began concentrated work first, in the spring of
1979.
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Editorial Group

The Editorial Group was organized into eight teams,
each consisting of one professional librarian, one
library assistant, and from one to three student aides.
Each team was charged with editing 831 of the 6,648'
Research Library catalogue trays at the rate of
approximately-50 trays per month. Teafn members
kept a logbook for their sections so that progress in
editing could be recorded on a weekly basis.

Ilk

4-*
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First Pass Editing

The editing was planned asA two-pass process.
First pass editing was dedicated to detecting and cor-
recting such mechanical errors in the catalogue as
misfiling, illegibility, -typographical errors in headings'
that would °affect filing order, andduplicate, tempo-
rary, or incomplete cards., Much of the first pass edit-
ing was performed ky student aides under close
supervision. The standards and instructions spelled
out in the Editing Guide and other tools provided
firm guidelines for team members as they worked
through the catalogue, cardby card.
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The authority for filing was the main text of Filing
Rules for the Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress
(1956) and the alternative rules in the Appendix for
corporaW authors, forenames, and numerical and
chronological arrangement. Illegibility was gauged by
the critena agreed upon in the preliminary phase of
the project. Only the most essential elements on a
cardthe heading; main entry, title, and call number
were checked for legibility, and illegible headings
in the middle of long runs or readable elsewhere on
the card were left alone. Touching up indistinct ele-
ments with a fine point pen was the treatment of
choice for added entry cards representing joint
authors, titles, subjects, or additional approaches to a
work. Added entries with broken corners or graffiti,
however, were candidates for Single card replacement
and immediate refiling.

.

Illegibility on main entries T cause for greater
ncern, since the added entries themselves photo-

ccg aphed from the main card in most cases were
Iiikely to reproduce even more poorly. In such cases,
the fdll set was pulled for replacement by the Cata-
logue Maintenance Group. Duplicate,'temporary, or
incomplete cards were also removed folater atten-
tion from the same group. Cards with typographical
errors in areas likely'to affect filing were corrected
and refiled by. the Editorial Group. Errors found else-
where were.usually ignored. In ge,neral, practical
rather than aesthetic solutions were sought for the
problems enconntered during the first pass editing.

Second Pass Editing

Editonal standards for the second pass likewise
aimed at promoting greater consistency throughout
the catalogue. The focus of thi4 pass was on the access
points leading researchers to a work, in keeping with
the goal of'providing a useful bibliographic tool for

.1,4," r
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readers in other libraries. Most second pass work was
performed by library assistants and professional
librarians. Among the problems dealt with were
inconsistencies in the establishn* of personal, cor-
porate, and geosraphic names, disparities between
tVoston Public Library scheme of sullect headings
a the Library of Congress system adopted in the
1930's, blind or missing cross references, faulty call
numbers, and inaccurate or deficient guide cards and
information cards. Besides dealing w ith these biblio-
graphic faults, second pass editing was also dedicated
to detecting and correcting any mechanical
errors overlooked in the first pass made earlier by stu-
dent workers In additn, non-distinctive title runs,
such as Poems, Stories, and Essays, were eliminated

'along with title added entry cards doubling with title
main entries. It should also be noted that some trays
containing long runs of either title added entries or
subject headings required practically no second pass
editingto the delightsof all.' ,

While much of the second pass work required
patient checking of name headings aid references
and incomplete call numbers, a great deal of it
involved imaginative attempts to discover and bridge
the gaps between the subject headings In IN hat was
referred to as the "old BPL system" and the Library of
Congre55 scheme instituted,in 1936. Major differences
of both substance and style existed between the two
sets of terms used in subject at alysis. In many cases
"see also" references had bee made from BPL to LC
headings by WPA workers, but substantial material
was still li;ted under variant headings which usually
wee not filed adjacently. Thus material on a subject
might be scattered. The mere addition of,a plural ''s"
could,result in the separation of BPL and LC headings
by numerous intervening entries and evtiolace them

'in separate trays. FOr example, under the old BPL sys-
tem materials on the subject were assigned the head-
ing "Horse"; in the LC system "Morses." Cards bear-
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ing headings like "Horse in mythology," "Horse
stealing," "Horeseflies," and "Horsemen in art"
intervened.

On thew hole, BPL forms of subject heading leaned
ir) the direction of the fornial, generic term %%hereas
LC was-geared to popular-usage. Thus BPL'subjects
spoke of malacology, herpetology jurisprudence, and
pomoli3gy, LC opted for mollusks, snakes, law, and
fruit. In some instances these was no equivalent con-
cept between the two sett. "Shellsbock"never had its
match in the LC system while "Underdeveloped
areas" did not exist and "Cloning" was not antici-
pated in the "old days" of the "old BPL.system." It
wasselating partially equialent concepts, however,
that proved to be the most difficult task in the second
pass work. For the BPL term "Indians of America"
there were several groupings in LC such as "Indians
of North America:: "Indians of the West Indies," and
similar headings. An important, not infrequent step
in second pass editing was, therefore, consulting the
first of Librat y of Congress Sulnett !leading* and then the
ctalogue itself to determine where reconciliation was
needed'

Man differences in subject headings and subhead-
ings related to place or historic time subdivisions, or

literature-- involved genre headings or subhead--
ings. Reconciliation of'these inconsistencies was

.spelled out in the editing guidelines. Whenever possi-
ble, blanket references were used to relate material
handled differentlybut consistently in the two,. .

subject heading systems. Some examples of this kind
of blanket referencing are:

Newspapers(PLACE] sec also [PLACE]
Newspapers

Art (PLACE] Galleries and museums see also
fPLACEI. Galleries, museums, etc.

Mythology, (ADJECTIVE] see also [PLACE],
Mythology

2
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Faced with other disparities in subject headings,,
editing teams were guided to the most expeditious
resblutions in their reconciliations. Such practical res-
olutions for the most part fell into one of three meth-
ods: headings similar iri wording or spelling were left

unchanged and interfiled, with appropriate notice,
old BPL headings were changed to present Library of
Congress form,and the change recorded on the main
entry; old BPL headings were left unchanged and
"see also" references made to link materials on similar
topics. '7

Where the choice of solution was not immediately
apparent, the Editing Guide proVidedtossistance.

f

Expediencyor what would involve the least amount
of card workusually dictated the choice among
methods. Such considerations included the number
of cards affected, the length of headings, the condi-
tion of cards, and the number of references required.
Generally, only headings involving five or fewer cards
were changed;lbriger runs were interfiled or linked
with references. The project..sought to prepare, before
filming, a reasonably accurate and readable cata-
logue. Consistency and implementation of national
standards were of secondary importance, sometimes
even disregarded in favor of common sense.
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Catalogue Maintenance Group
Supporting the Editorial Group was a Catalogue
Maintenance Group consisting of up to seven library
assistants arrtlat times, more than a score of stu-
dents. The main task of the CatalogUe Maintenance
Group was to furnish replacements for seriously defi-
cient card sets in the Research Library Catalogue.
Starting in July of 1979, this work involved examining
the illegible main entry cards or temporary slips
pulled from the catalogue by, the EditorrarGroup,
determining the best method of replacement, order.-
ing or creating new card sets, and refiling these

. replacements in the catalogue. Altogether, new card
sets were produced for more than 43,000 titles.'These
sets included more than 82,000 individual cards This-
work, of course, supplemented the thousands of sin-
gle card replacements and corrections handled
directly by the editing teams. ,. i

Inits replacement work the Catalogue Maintenance
Group was guided by instructibris as detailed as those
written for the Editorial Group. Mein entry cards that
appeared fairly complete were usually just retyped.
Sufficient copies for added entries were then ordered
from the General Microfilm Company. When these
copies arrived,

.
the titles, subjects, and other entries

were typed akheadings to provide additional access
points. At least 31,661 unit cards and 94,935 copies,of
them were generated in this process. a

Another 38,654 cards representing5,489 titles were
reproducedthrough the Library's ownaufomated
cataloguing system, geared W handling bibliographic
recorg already encoded in Or converted to7machine

'Wadable foPlav In many cases it was necessaryonly to
fUrnish a locally-assigned processing number to ,*

obtain new cards. At other times the library assistants
searched the ROM title index to the MARC tapes
issued by,the Library of Congress in order to ascer-
tain whether machine readable records were avail-

(
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I
able. If so, they wexe culled from the Library's file of
MARC tape&by Library of Congress card number.
Fortunately, such compther-produced,iords required
no additional typing or keylpg.

From the Cataloguing Distribution Service of the
. Library of Congress an additional 2,014 card sets were
orderedidirectlymostly for works in such non-
Rtiman script languages as Arabic, Hebrew, and Rus-
sian. On such cardrall heading or access points
appear in transliterated form to permit interfiling
*ith other languages. These transliterated headings
had to be carefully typed onto the cards for added
entries, with painstaking.attention to diacritiCal-
marksp,

Not all ofthe jeplacement work imfblved cards with
reasonably full cataloguing however. Ovet 20,000 yel-
low and red temporary cataloguing slips and some
rather sketchy records on cord snick needed full sets
made as welt. Besides searching the previously men-
tioned ROM index to machine readable cataloguing,
the Catalogue Maint4nanceGrouP also sought
replacement copy in the National Union Catalog. If the
record found had been created at the Library of Con-
gress, a Card set was ordered from its Cdtalogiling
Qistribution Service, by card number. Records cre-
ated at other libraries were examined more closely
and then reproduced or adapted as necessary. At all
times recataloguing was viewed os a last resort.

Still another form of replacement occurred when
the main entries in the 3200-tray Official Catalogue,
long closed to the public, wore compared with the
main entries in the Research Library Catalogue. Trays
from_the Inez, which was stored in the basement of
the Gene i6rary, were brought to the Parker Room

main entries filed inthe Official Catalogue would be
lacking in the Resear&Library Catalogue proved lo
be ePrrect, Subsequent sampling showed, however,
that the added entries for these titles were not miss-
ing.in most cases. As a result, full card set replace-
ment for the lost Official Catalpgue titles was deemed
unnecessary, and the main entries for these works

. were filed directly into the Research Libl'ary
Catalogue.

Most other replacement copy couldirrot be handled,r-z
quite so easily. The new card sets---together with sin-

. gle card replaceinents, corrections, and cards for titles
Catalogued nearthe end of the editingwere ept in
alphabetical older by at least first letter.,Whett the
Editorial grpiip finished its woyk at the end of March
1981, these.,tinfiled cards numbered about 300,000.
The tempolnit supplemental card catalogue, beglip
two years earlier to hold current cataloguing, con-
tained another 200,000 cards in strict alphabetical
order. Before the Research Library Catalogue could be
microfilmed., these half million cards would have to be
filed into the main sequence.-In order to accorrrno-
date suet a large influx of new cards, hOweVer,It
necessary to expand the catalogue once more,

Thus, for the fifth time since 1871 the file that had
begun as the Bates Hall Catalogue on BoylstdOlrees!
was rearranged and .greatly enlarged. This va)51
undeltaking, which involved relocating catarogue
cases from remote areas of the lAbrary and handling
almost 10,000 trays, was carried out with remarkable
dispatch and very little disruption in public services.
The actual shifting of Z300 of Research Library Cata-
logue trays in the Bibliographic Center and the Elliott

.Room took about four days to plan and eight days to
execute. About 4,400 of the trays shifted had to be
renumbered, but relabeling their contents was
deferred since the cards in them,were to be moved
during the interfiling process.

for examination next to public catalogue trays. This
card by card comparison by specially trained student
library aides amounted to a third pass through the
catalogue. Initial estimates that as many as 70,000
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Much Learning, Some Laughter

Exposed as they were to more than Z500,000 cards of
the Research Library Catalogue, staff members,
learned much in the broad areas of civilization and
literature, in cataloguing practices, and in specific
editing protocols. But the project engendered a
lighter side, as well. Before renewal of the grant for
the second year, chuckles were shared when a staff
member came upon the ominous, title, They'll cut off
your project: Someone elk discoveled the most
euphonic title: AO kiko, oia ke ao ana i ke kau ana i na kiko,
a meta hookomo ana i na hud nui ma ka olelo. Other favor-
ites were the most tongue-twisting title: Barbs, prongs,
points, prickers, & stickers;,a complete and illustrated cata-
logue of antique barbed wire, and the candidate for long-
est title: One hundred reasons why every man'who loves
good government, human rights, economy, honesty, frog-

.
ressi freedom of speech, freedom of the press, liberty, equal:
ityand fraternity should vote for,the re-election of Presi-
dent Grant. ; .

Amusing titles were endless: such laughables as
The power of soap and water, or Say it with bricks. A few
remarks about husbands, or Wife beating as a crime and its
relation to taxation, or Faust and loose. The most-unusual
or hilarious specimens were photocopied and affixed
to the walls of the Parker Room fir sharing. More .
than a few cartoons appeared there as well as a highly
unofficial chronology of the project.

Subject headings and see also references frequently
drew laughter from project members:'

InsectsCookery
o BaboonsCongresses

Celebrities. See also Eccentrics.

Dephlogisticatedair. See Oxygen.

Automobile houses. See Gar4es.

Infidelity. See also Agnosticism..

Staff discovered other "visible risibles" off} .theiOta-
Logue cards, often derived from surprisinarelation°:
ships between authors' names and the titles of their
books, for example:

Nuclear reactor kinetics, by Milton Ash'.

-The crocicpot cookbook, by Barb-ara Bean.

The crime problem, by Walter Reckless.

judo, by John Goodbody.

A primer of evolution, by Edward. Clodd.

The appetitesof man, by Sally DeVor5,
,

What the catalogue failed to supply, the staff manu-
factured on its own:

Margaret of Anjou, Consort of Henry VI, King of
. England, 1430-1482.

-see also

MARGE Sc HARRY'S DINER IN OLDE
LONDON (SOUTHWARK DISTRICT)
IFEAICFAST SPECIALS AND'EDICTS-TO-GO

Nikon, patriarch, 1605L1681.

see also

CAMERAS AND PHOTOGRAPHYHISTORY
RENAISSANCE. PERIOD.

French spoliations.

see also

PATE DE FOIE GRAS, BOTULISM IN.
L

Throughout the nojec' t the progress toward,goals
resulted in celebratory gatherings'. First came the.
400,000th card luncheon ata locarestaurant. A sun-
dae party was held"to confirm.the halfway, mark in the
Official Catalogue comparison. Other special events

2.?
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included the Great Leap Forward celebration in
March of 1980 to mark a particularly productive
month and the end-of-editing festivitr5 year later.
Beyond a doubt, glasses again will clink and cheers
erupt when the catalogue on fiche is delivered.

Final Tasks "
While the staff of the project was preparing the
Research Library Catalogue for closing and freezing
on fiche, others in the Library were working toward
the same end. The Title II/NUC Searching unit and
the Original Cataloguing Department were trying tO
process as many older titles as poSSible, including the
previously mentioned Munn Collection:Work§ cata-
logued according to the first edition of the Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules will continue, to be entered .

in the card catalogue until the onset of filmihg. Dur-
ing this period, also, the Production unit attempted to
resolve miscellaneous card problems that had accu-
mulated and .contemplateCichecking the duplicate
cards pulled from the Research Library Catalogue by
the project staff. The Serials unit, too, worked on clar-
ifying records for some of the titles represented in the
catalogue. In these and other ways the efforts of many
not assigned to the project also contributed to its
success.

Evaluation

Itis too soon for project administrators to evaluate the
total Title II-C project. But certain areas of "what we
learned"km the Research Library Catalogue opera-
tion emerge loud and clear. We learned the impor-
tance of planningnot only the broad planning
involving phases in the move toward goals, but the
kind of planning which includes measurement, sam-
pling,lesting, dry runs. This planning demands com-
mitment Of time and staff before the actual operation
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commences. We also recognized at the outsetand
the Advisory Committee concurred that we must
operate within the parameters of practicality; it was
not feasible to redo the entire catalogue.

Other elements vhich were demongtra ly essential
in the project incluied determination and a eement
on standards; staff training and the role of pr ted .

guidelines in reinforcing knowledge of the tasks
being performed; consultation with experts; briefing
of non- involved staff since such a project has ultimate
impact on all staffand patrons.

Now and Next

Phase oneeditingof the Research Library Cata-
logue piojeclhas been compl&ed, but phases two ,

and three are just beginning: actual photoduplication
and distribution of the catalogue lie ahead. Contracts
will soon be mailed out to prospective vendors
requesting bids for the microfilming project. Spitcifi-
-cations for the photoduplication process call for
microfilming at a 48 x reproduction ratio. This will '
result in a set of approximately 6,000 microfiche, each
fiche containing 1,200 cards. The top TOW of each fiche
will beieserved for title information and fiche num-
bei. Each card within a fiche will have its own row -
column index num4r.

It anticipated that the catalogue will be repro-
duced both in sets of cut individual fiche and also in
105 mm,400 foot roll format for use in manual, motOr-
ized, or automated roll film reading devices. A sepa-
rate hard copy pribted index to the fiche catalog will
be, printed (from a computerized file) for ready refer-
ence to the fiche catalogue.

We expect that at some point in the future this
machine readable index will be coupled with the roll
fiche to create a fully automated access system. The
coupling of the photOgraphic technology with com-
puter technology is still in a developmental stage. A
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prototype systetn.lias been developed, but it will be
some years before this kind of system can be imple-
mented in a heavy public use environment. It is our
hope that adequate provision is being made in the
specifications to insure adaptability to more sophisti-
cated retrieval systems as they are developed.

The Research Library Catalogue that Succeeds the
card catalogue will reflect national, rather than local,
cataloguing standards, and most Of its records will be

processed through the Library's automated biblio-
graphic system,,The Library plans to make this data
available through either one of two media: an On-lin
terminal or off-line through computer output micro-

N

evr

film, in a format that is compatible with the retrospec-
tive fiche catalogue.

What began in the gracefully handwritten folio
entries of 1852 will be carried forward by the mecha-
nisms of the 20th-century computer. Seven and a half
million as a number is almost too large to compre-
hend. But the project staff faced ttie figure card
by card, problem by problem, tray by tray. In their
work.to bring the card catalogue to an honorable end
they assisted in the transition from folio to fiche and
the advent of a fifth form of the Research Library

Catalogue.
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